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CONNECTIVITY

by Nancy J. Beckley

Live at the net   !
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ave you joined the HCCA compliance community? While you likely
have social media apps on your
smartphones and tablets to keep in touch
with compliance colleagues via Twitter,
Facebook, or Pinterest, you may be missing
the best kept secret in compliance
success — HCCAnet.
Log in to your HCCA account and
point your browser to http://bit.ly/295DLVY.
The welcome banner will greet you
with an opportunity to build community and connect with your colleagues.
Beckley
You are entering a place for “knowledge exchange, content curation,
idea incubation and professional networking.”
You will be prompted to join the discussion
where you can ask or answer questions with
your peers. You’ll be advised that “dynamic
discussion groups provide the tools you need
to communicate with leaders and partners
in your field.” And probably one of the best
features at the HCCAnet is the opportunity
to browse the resource library, where you
can search and find content and media when
you need it and “build a knowledge base of
industry best practices, sample documents,
spreadsheets, pictures, videos and more.”
Discussion groups are “communities” in
the HCCAnet parlance. While at the net, you
can browse the communities as well as the
discussions in each community. Feel free to
join the communities of interest to you and set
your notification preferences to get emails on

new discussions as they happen, or subscribe to
digests that summarize the discussion topics
that are hyperlinked for ease of access.
Recent documents uploaded to the library
for sharing include a BA List Template,
a policy on 60-Day Report & Return
Overpayments (a policy everyone needs), and
the Basic Field Guide to Healthcare Compliance:
A Workbook for Compliance Professionals. These
are all available for download, thanks to net
community members sharing. (Do you have a
document to share?)

…probably one of the
best features at the HCCAnet
is the opportunity to browse
the resource library.
While at the net, you’ll have an opportunity to earn points and badges with your
contributions. Get to meet the leaderboard
of the top four compliance professionals at
the net: Frank from Phoenix, Marie from
Honolulu, James from Tupelo, and Sanaa
from Las Vegas.
BTW — Are you anticipating going to the
Compliance Institute in 2017? The discussion
group has already started! There are 11 members and five discussions (as of this writing),
with warnings to fellow CI attendees to secure
reservations for the National Harbor before
the room block fills up.
Contributions are welcome. Post a question, provide an answer, and get to know
other netters. Do you have a document to
share? The net is awaiting your upload.
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